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“I see, so that’s why the Immortal Emperor is afraid of death.”
The Ten Thousand Violet Great Sage nodded his head.
The sudden appearance of a Beginning Ancient Relic this time made the Ten Thousand Violet Great
Sage all rather speculative.
Mu Qianji said, “Master, the Beginning Ancient Ruins are the ruins of the Beginning Ancient Era, and
you just said that the earliest group of humans appeared during the Beginning Era of Heaven and
Earth, so wouldn’t that mean that the Beginning Ancient Ruins we’re going to, appeared even earlier
than the history of humans?”
“Yes, the Beginning Ancient Ruins might be able to find divine weapons, I don’t think any power would
let go of this opportunity.”
“Since humans only appeared in the third era, the Beginning Ancient Relic, who left it behind.”
“I don’t know anymore, in the era before the beginning of the world, the heavens and earth were in
great turmoil, perhaps it was an ocean in the morning and turned into a mountain at night, in that era,
although there were no humans, but there was something else, who knows.The divine weapon we’re
using now is what’s left over from before the beginning of the heavens and the earth.”
“Wow, before the beginning of the heavens and the earth, there must have been some powerful
creatures left, otherwise who made these divine weapons?Who left it behind?”
“Alright, everyone knows what’s going on, let’s not talk so much, let’s hurry up.”
At this moment, in the Fa Dynasty.
After omi saw Fa Lan and the others leave, omi was also ready to depart. One second to remember to
read the book
omi said to the captain of the janitorial team, “I’m going to close the door for a few years.”
“Hehe, Wind Lightning, you go ahead, don’t worry, everything is with me, it doesn’t matter if you are
closed for ten thousand years, the salary will be paid as usual, this captain still has this right.”The
janitorial captain said with a fawning face.
omi pretended to go to the closed-door, in fact, after omi left the French dynasty, he immediately
looked for a place to disguise himself into a different appearance.
This time, omi didn’t disguise himself as an ugly pussy, and of course, he didn’t disguise himself as a
handsome man, but medium, placed in the crowd, the kind that wouldn’t cause a stir at all, omi needed
to be unnoticed.
omi quietly kept up with the former method dynasty’s team.

Thanks to omi’s body incorporated the material of the Overturning Mirror, so it had very strong
concealment.Of course, if the strong men at the front unfolded their divine sense to investigate, they
would be able to spot omi, but the strong men at the front didn’t know that there was someone
following behind them, so naturally, they wouldn’t unfold their divine sense to look behind them.
In the blink of an eye, half a year had passed.
omi followed the people of the Fa Dynasty and flew in a certain direction for half a year.
Flying at the speed of an immortal for half a year, one could see how far the journey was.
I heard that the end of the heavens that we went to this time was just the edge of the uninhabited
area, but of course, at the moment, omi didn’t know what uninhabited area was, he only wondered
how the Earth Immortal Realm was still such a big place.
“Quick, cheer up, there’s the End of Heaven ahead.”One day half a year later, the strongest man of the
Fa Dynasty, Fa Wu Tian, shouted loudly.
It seemed that everyone was feeling nervous after almost reaching the End of Heaven.
Fa Wu Tian, originally wasn’t called Fa Wu Tian, later, he rebelled against the Immortal Court and
changed his name to Fa Wu Tian, the meaning was clear, he didn’t have heaven in his eyes.
After a few minutes, they finally arrived at the legendary End of Heaven.
omi found that this place, the End of Heaven, was desolate and lifeless, there was no vegetation on
the ground, and there were ravines and some mountains and canyons on the ground, as if they had
been chopped by a knife.Looking at the traces, omi felt that it was definitely not the traces that an
ordinary Immortal battle could leave behind.
“Could it be that this is an ancient battlefield?”
The former methodist had stopped.
omi quietly went around to the other side and hid in a stone crevice.
omi saw, in front of a piece of hilly ground, the geological layer revealed a one person high crevice, the
crevice was dark, but it gave people a profound feeling, as if looking at the dark night sky with a sense
of infinite space.
“That’s probably the entrance to the ruins, how do I get in with such a small entrance?”omi thought
inwardly.
I’m afraid that it wasn’t so easy to blend in this time after all, so many immortal powerhouses were
staring.
Just at this moment, omi saw that there were many more coming one after another in the distance.
At a glance, they were actually Immortal Emperors, as well as the Three-Eyed War God.
“Damn, all the Immortal Emperors are here.”omi was shocked and quickly hid some better in the stone
crack, this see, that would be a catch.

In total, the Immortal Emperors had brought over a hundred people, however, omi didn’t see anyone
he knew among them, except for the leader, the Three Eyed War God, and other powerful people.
Next, omi saw the Ten Thousand Violet Great Sage bringing dozens more people.
“Qianji.”omi didn’t expect that Mu Qianji had also come.
Of course, there were people who had come earlier.
It was just that none of the people coming from the major powers had grabbed to enter the ruins and
seemed to be waiting.
“Master, why don’t you go in?”On the other side, Mu Qianji asked.
“Not yet, the entrance to the ruins is still dark, if you go in now, you will surely die, only when the
entrance to the ruins is open, can you go in.”
“Oh, what kind of relic is this.”
“I don’t know, when the entrance to the ruins opens, do your best to go forward and try to enter
before anyone else.”
“Good.”
The rest of the forces were also explained in the same way.
omi said inwardly, “It seems that there is no way I can go in under the noses of so many people, and
once the opening opens, so many people, they will definitely fight, I’d better go and find out if there
are any other entrances nearby.”
omi was afraid of being discovered by the Immortal Emperor, but safety still came first.
So, omi quietly left to this vicinity, other places to see if there were any entrances.If not, then return
again.By the looks of it, the entrance wasn’t going to open that quickly, a month or two less, or a year
and a half more.
omi circled back and searched for more than ten days, when suddenly, omi saw a bucket-sized black
opening exposed under a rock.
“Ah, that’s the entrance.”omi was delighted, the black passage opening was exactly the same as the
large opening from before.
omi immediately rushed up and lay down near that black passage opening.
He lay down for almost half a month.
Suddenly one day, that black passageway opening emitted a white light from inside, and through that
white light, it seemed to be possible to see the landscape inside.
“The passageway opening.”omi crawled in through that passage opening.
At this moment, on the other side, at that large entrance, the people from the Immortal Court and
other forces were also rushing forward.

However, there were too many of them, and everyone squeezed towards that entrance, and they
immediately got into a fight.
This fight was so big that the conflict intensified, and the immortal powerhouses of all the forces were
fighting as well.Everyone was trying to get in, you stopped me, I stopped you, and no one was able to
successfully enter the relic.
omi, on the other hand, had already entered the ruins.

